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ON COMMUTATOR EQUALITIES AND STABILIZERS 
IN FREE GROUPS 

BY 

R. G. BURNS, C. C. EDMUNDS, AND I. H. FAROUQI 

ABSTRACT. A simple proof is given of a result of Hmelevskiï on 
the solutions of the equation [x, y] = [u, u] over a free group for any 
specified u, v. To illustrate, the equation is solved explicitly for 
(w, v) = (a, b), (a2, b), ([a, b], c) (where a, b, c freely generate the 
free group) and thence stabilizers of the corresponding commutators 
in the automorphism group of this free group are determined. 

In this note we apply an argument of Mal'cev [4] to give a short, elementary 
proof of a result of Hmelevskiï [3] on the solutions over a free group F of the 
two variable equation 

(1) [x,y] = [u,vl 

where u, v are any specified elements of F and x, y are the unknowns. (Here 
[g, h] denotes g_1h -1gh.) We illustrate the result by carrying out the solution 
when (u, v) takes the values (a, b), (a2, b), ([a, b], c), (where {a, b, c • • •} is a 
set of free generators of F) and use these results to determine the stabilizers of 
the corresponding commutators in the automorphism groups of the 
appropriate free factors of F. 

Let \g\ denote the length of g e F as a reduced word in a, b, We say that 
two pairs in FxF are connected if one can be obtained from the other by 
means of a finite sequence of elementary transformations of the form (s, t)-+ 
(s, SiO or (s, t)—> (hs, t) where sx and tx centralize s and t respectively. The 
pairs are strongly connected if they are connected by a sequence of such 
transformations with Si = s± 1 and tJ = r±1. 

The following is a slight improvement of Hmelevskiï's result. 

THEOREM 1. (Cf. Hmelevskiï [3], first assertion of Theorem 1 (II).) If u,veF 
are such that [u, v]^ 1, then every solution (Je, y) of (1) is strongly connected to 
some solution (x,y) of (1) with both \x\, \y\<\[u, v]\-3. 

Note that if (p, q) is connected to (r, 5) then [p, q] = [r, s]. Also note that the 
(finitely many) solutions (JC, y), in the theorem, can be obtained systematically, 
and that if [w, v]= 1, then as is well known, u and v are powers of a common 
element of F. It seems likely that, more generally, if p, q, r, seF satisfy 
[p,q] = [r,s], then (p, q) and (r, s) are connected. 
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Let g, ft,... belong to a group G. We write stabG g for the stabilizer of g in 
aut G, the automorphism group of G, (g, ft,...) for the subgroup of G 
generated by g, ft,..., and gh for ft_1gft. Write F2 = (a,b), F3 = (a,b,c). 
Define a, /3 G aut F by a:b -> ab, x -> JC for generators JC 7e b, fi:a-> ba, 
JC —» x for generators x ^ a , and write a2, jS2; a3, j83 for the restrictions of 
a, fi to F2, F3. 

THEOREM 2. I. Tfte equation (1) implies that (x, y) is connected to (u, v) 
if (u, v) is any of (a, b), (a2, b), ([a, b], c). 

II. (i) (C/. MaVcev [4].) StabF2[a, b] = (a2, j82) (and ftas a presentation 
(ci, di | c? = di) wftere we may fake c1 = a22j82, di = a2

1(32). 
(ii) StabF2[a2, ft] = (a2, À2) wftere À2 is defined by a-+a~ba, b-^>b~ba2. 
(iii) StabF3[[a, b], c] = (a3, j33, /x3, ^3), vvftere /x3, Ï̂ 3 are defined by: /x3 : a --» a, 

b->b, c-*[a,b]c, v3:a-*bcLa>h\ b-*acla>b\ c-»c~ c [ a 'b ] . (Note that v3
2 is 

conjugation by [[a, b], c\) 

REMARKS. 

1. That (a2, j32) has the presentation (cu dx \ c\ = d\) is implicit in [2, p. 90]. 
We sketch a simple direct proof. It is straightforward to check that (&2

1(32)
3 = 

(«22/32)2. Now, as is well known (see [2]), (a2, j32) has as quotient SL2(Z) 
generated by the automorphisms of the derived quotient of F2 induced by a2, 
(32, and SL2(Z) has the presentation (c2, d2\c\ = d2, c 2 = 1). Hence the desired 
presentation will be established once it is shown that a2

2 /32 has infinite order. 
This is a consequence of the easily verified fact that (a2

2]82)4 is simply 
conjugation by [b, a]. 

2. The equation axbaya~lx~1b~1a~1y~1 = 1, studied by Appel [1] takes the 
form [x, y] = [a2, b] after a change of variables. 

Write g A ft for the meet, i.e. the largest common initial segment, of g, fteF. 
Theorem 1 is a consequence of the following lemma. 

LEMMA, (i) Et>ery pair (x, y ) e F x F , with [x, y ] ^ 1, is strongly connected to a 
pair (x, y) G F x F where 

(2) |x Ay~_1|, |x Ay|, | x _ 1 Ay|<è |x | and 2\y\. 

(ii) Further, if we write 

(3) x=pxî1 = qx2r~1, y = qy2 V^ 1 = T i 

in reduced form (i.e. the factors are reduced words and no cancellation occurs 
between factors) where p = x Ay - 1 , q = xAy, r = x~1Ay, then JCX, yu x2, y2?é 1, 
and fftws Xiy2x2yi is £fte reduced form of [x, y]( —[x, y]). 

REMARK. The pair (JC, y) is not unique; for instance, [a, babj^laba, b]. 
Proof of the lemma. The proof is much as in [4]. We prove part (i) by 

induction on |Jc| + |y|. If |jc| + |y| = 2 the lemma follows with x = x and y == y. 
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Suppose |x| + | y |>2 and that the statement of the lemma holds for all pairs 
(x, y) with |*] + |y |< |x | + |y| and [x, y ] ^ 1. Suppose that at least one of |JCA y - 1 | , 
|xAy|, |x - 1Ay| exceeds | | x | or è|y|. Say, for instance, |x Ay _ 1 |>§ |x | . Write 
z = XAy_1 and x = zxu y = yiz _ 1 in reduced form. (Thus |z |>|xi | . ) Then the 
sequence 

(x, y) = (zx1? yiz"1) -> ((ytz'^izxi), yiz"1) 

-> (yi*i, (yi^ir^yiz-1)) = (yA, x^z'1) 

shows that (x, y) is strongly connected to ( y A , x ^ z - 1 ) . Since 

lyi^il + l^r1^"1! = |yi|-4-2 |x1|-h|^|<|y1|-l-|^x|-+-2 (^| = |JC|-+-|y|, 

the inductive hypothesis implies that (yiXi, x^z'1) is strongly connected to a 
pair (x, y) satisfying (2). Thus (x, y) is strongly connected to (x, y). The 
remaining five cases are similar: we omit the details. 

For the second part of the lemma note that if y2 = 1 then by (2) and (3) 
|p| = |q|. Since p and q are both initial segments of x it follows that p = q, 
whence y = 1 contradicting [x, y]# 1. Similarly x25é 1. That xx T* 1 7e yi is clear 
from (2). 

Proof of Theorem 2. We omit the proof of Part I which is a routine, but 
lengthy check. (It is not difficult to devise ways of shortening the algorithm.) 
Statement (i) of Part II is immediate from Part I. We give a sketch only of the 
proofs of (ii) and (iii). 

(ii) If <p e F2 fixes [a2, b] then [a2, b] = [(acpf, b<p\ whence by Part I, (a2, b) 
and ((acp)2, bcp) are connected. Thus the problem becomes first that of 
detecting among the (w, z)eF2*F2 connected to (a2, b) those in which 
w is a square. Denote by 

(4) (a2, b) -> (wi, zi) -> (w2, z2) -> > (wn, zn) = (w, z), 

a shortest sequence of elementary transformations connecting (a2, b) 
to (w, z). We shall prove, by induction on n, that if w is a square in (a, b) then 
w is conjugate to a±2. This is clear if n = 1. Suppose n > 1 and that the claim 
holds for shorter sequences. Let (wr, zr) be the first pair after (a2, b) in the 
sequence (4) such that at least one of the entries is a proper power. We may 
suppose r>\ since if r = l then (wu z1) = (a2, asb), and we get the desired 
result by applying the inductive hypothesis to the subsequence of (4) starting 
with (wi, Zi). Then (wr, zr) = {a2, b) whence wr, zr are certainly primitive in the 
free group (a2, b). Now it is easily proved (by considering the amalgamated 
product ((a)*(ai, b)\ a2 = a1)) that the only elements primitive in (a2, b) that 
are proper powers in (a,b) are conjugates of a±2. The inductive hypothesis 
applied to the shorter sequence (wr, zr) —» • • • -> (wn, zn), then establishes the 
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desired conclusion. Thus w = g~xa±2g, for some ge(a, b) and therefore aç = 
g~la*xg. If we write z = g~1z1g, then [a2, h] = [w, z] = g - 1[a± 2 , z jg . Rewrit
ing Zi as akz2a

€ where z2 begins in b*1 and ends in b*1, we obtain [a± 2 , z j = 
a*2~€Z21a±2z2a

€, which has a"F2z'21a±2z2 as a cyclically reduced form. It 
follows that z2 = b*1. It is then not difficult to find the possible values for g, and 
thence deduce that 9 e (OL2, A2) as required. 

(iii) Reasoning as above we see that it suffices to elicit from among the 
(w, z)eFxF strongly connected to ([a, b], c) those where w is a commutator. 
Write [a, b] = t. Since f, c freely generate (f, c) it follows that a word w in these 
free generators which is a commutator in (a, b, c), must have zero exponent 
sum on c. Write T, y for the automorphisms of (f, c) defined by r : t —> t, c -» fc; 
y:f -> c£, c -> c. We shall now characterize those (pe{r, y) with the property 
that the exponent sum on c in tq> is zero. As in Remark 1 we go to the group 
SL2(Z) of automorphisms induced by (T, y) on the derived quotient of (t, c). 
The desired <p correspond to matrices of the form 

0 î) - (-1 -î) 
where * can take any integral value. Using the presentation (cl9 àx \ cx — du ct = 
1) of SL2(Z), where 

Cl = (-2 -Î)' dl = {-\ 0) 
(note that Ci is induced by r~2y and d± by T -1y), it is easily checked that the 
elements of the form (5) are precisely (dicY1)", (dicï1)"^ (n integral). The 
preimages of these elements in (r, y) will be the only candidates for <p. From 
Remark 1 we deduce that 9 has the form rm(r~2y)2n (m, n integral). Now r is 
induced modulo (a3, j83) by JLL3 (and only by JJL3; the verification of this is not 
difficult). Hence we need only check to see if (T_2y)2 is indeed induced by 
automorphisms of (a, b, c). One computes that (r~2y)2 maps t to t~ct and c to 
c~ct. Finally it is not difficult to check (using II(i)) that, modulo (a3, j33) the 
only element of aut(a, b, c) sending t to t~ct and c to c~ct is the automorphism 
v3 described in the theorem. 
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